Outline
• The relevance of information theory for word processing • The structure of Hungarian nouns and entropy • Gating studies on word stem and information value • Scrambled words and the onset superiority Instructions also have a top down effect
Effects of constraints, frequency, and uniqueness points on gating recognition.
Constraint: dysyllabic noun instruction
Summary of the gating effects
• a syllable length segment can lead to 50 percent correct recognition in line with prediction e.g. from cohort theory • this is related to the uniqueness point issue as well, the more rivals to a word, the later the recognition point.
• frequency facilitates recognition • in rare words there is a more strictly bottom up recognition process, competing neighbors have no effect in their case.
• top down effect of constraints in the instructions: grammatical and morphotactic constraints also played a role in Hungarian. • prefixtypeoccurenceslog number of word forms in the corpus starting with the given prefix. We work with the base 2 logarithm of this value.
prefixfreqlog -Number of tokens in our corpus starting with the given prefix. (logarithm) entropy -Entropy of the corpus, conditioned on the given prefix. Informally, it is our amount of uncertainty about an unknown word from the corpus, when we are told its prefix. Formally, it is defined as
